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   Introduction: The Chemistry and Camera 
(ChemCam) instrument on the Mars Science 
Laboratory (MSL) rover Curiosity [1,2] acquired 
relative reflectance spectra (400-840 nm) at each 
drilling location along the recent traverse through the 
mudstones comprising the Murray Formation (Fm) in 
Gale Crater (Fig. 1). Drill fines exhibited hematite-like 
spectral features, although spectral variations likely 
reflect differences in iron-bearing phases and oxidation 
states in the Murray Fm [3-5].  
   Methods. ChemCam laser-induced breakdown 
spectroscopy (LIBS) observations include 3 msec-
exposure “dark” spectra used to remove the 
background signal from the LIBS measurement. The 
dark exposures provide useful passive signal in the 
400-840 nm region, although better optimization 
results from longer exposure times (e.g., 30 msec). We 
used the onboard ChemCam calibration target’s zinc 
stearate-painted housing as a reflectance standard, and 
used established methods to collect, calibrate, and 
reduce radiance observations to relative reflectance [1].  
   Data. The Oudam drill sample was located west of 
the Bagnold Dunes near the southern edge of the 
Naukluft Plateau. Drill tailings and the pre-sieve (>150 
m) dump pile were observed between Sols 1364-1369 
in both loose and compacted forms, and the post-sieve 
dump pile (<150 m) was observed on Sol 1425. The 
Marimba drill sample was located on the northern edge 
of the Murray Buttes. The tailings and pre-sieve dump 
were observed on Sols 1421-1427, after an aborted 
drill activity resulted in a partial drill hole (Marimba1). 
A successful drill activity (Marimba2) subsequently 
occurred ~5 cm away. The post-sieve sample was 
observed on Sol 1459. The Quela target was located 
near the base of hill M12 at the southern edge of the 
Murray Buttes. It was observed on Sol 1459 after the 
surface was brushed, followed by observations of the 
drill sample tailings and pre-sieve sample on Sols 
1459-1467, and the post-sieve sample on Sol 1496. 
The Sebina drill target was located south of the Murray 
Buttes. Observations of the drill sample tailings and 
pre-sieve pile were acquired on Sols 1496-1498, but 
observations of the pre-sieve dump were compromised 
by substantial motion and loss of fines due to windy 
conditions. Similarly, the post-sieve sample blew away 
prior to the Sol 1534 attempt to acquire spectra.  
   Results. Oudam exhibited absorptions near 535 nm, 
670 nm, and a downturn >750 nm suggestive of 

hematite (Fig. 2), consistent with Oudam’s ~14 wt% 
crystalline hematite abundance from CheMin [3].  
Although Oudam spectra were similar to the Sol 762 
Confidence Hills drill target (~8 wt % hematite), 
Oudam had the shallowest visible slope (440 to 600 
nm) of all tailings studied here and appeared grayest in 
Fig. 1. This suggests the contribution of a dark, 
spectrally neutral phase in Oudam such as magnetite, 
but magnetite was not detected by CheMin [3]. 
Therefore, minor amounts of gray hematite may play a 
role, given that CheMin cannot distinguish red vs. gray 
hematite. This is consistent with the lack of a ~860 nm 
band in Mastcam spectra of Oudam, unlike the other 
drill samples here [4]. Furthermore, Oudam peak 
reflectance positions varied from ~765 nm to ~785 nm 
among the tailings and pre-sieve sample. These 
differences may indicate minor variations in oxidation 
state or mineralogy with depth in the drilled sample. 
The Marimba, Quela, and Sebina (MQS) drill tailings 
and dumped samples also exhibited bands near 535 nm 
and 670 nm, but their peak reflectances were ~730 nm, 
~745 nm, and ~750 nm, respectively. Sebina exhibited 
the steepest near-infrared dropoff (and deepest 860 nm 
band in Mastcam spectra [4]), the largest visible 
spectral slope, and strongest 535 nm band (Fig. 2). 
Although this suggests Sebina should contain the most 
hematite, CheMin data suggested hematite abundances 
of ~6 wt% for each of the MQS samples [3]. 
   Conclusion. The drill samples in the Murray Fm 
exhibit hematite-like spectra albeit with variable 
spectral contrast and peak reflectance wavelengths. 
Such variations may represent contributions from other 
ferric phases (including those in the amorphous 
components), differences in hematite oxidation, 
crystallinity or grain size, and/or mixing effects of 
phyllosilicate phases [3]. Mastcam multispectral 
imaging [4] and CRISM orbital spectra [5] are 
consistent with these findings, and suggest variation in 
oxidation states of the outcrop materials throughout the 
Murray Fm.  
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Figure 1. Mastcam 
M100 images of the 
four drill targets 
described here. Each 
image has been 
radiometrically 
calibrated and 
contrast stretched in 
the same fashion 
(brightly colored 
pixels are saturated in 
the calibrated data). 
Sequences, clockwise 
from upper left are:  
(a) Oudam, Sol 1363, 
mcam06671; (b) 
Marimba, Sol 1425, 
mcam07034; (c) 
Quela, Sol 1466, 
mcam07329, and (d) 
Sebina, Sol 1496, 
mcam07566.  
 

Figure 2. ChemCam relative 
reflectance spectra of drill 
tailings. Variations in the 
strength of the ~535 nm and 
~670 nm absorptions, as well as 
the position of the near-infrared 
reflectance peak near 750 nm 
suggest differences in hematite 
crystallinity, oxidation state, 
grain size, or the mixing effects 
of phyllosilicates and/or 
amorphous materials. The break 
near 470 nm is a gap between 
spectrometers. Legend shows 
location of spectrum within 
ChemCam raster and phase 
angle (g).  
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